The similarity patterns of the genetic code result from similar codons encoding similar messages. We develop a new mathematical model to analyze these patterns. The physicochemical characteristics of amino acids objectively quantify their differences and similarities; the Hamming metric does the same for the 64 codons of the codon set. (Hamming distances equal the number of different codon positions: AAA and AAC are at 1-distance; codons are maximally at 3-distance.) The CodonPolytope, a 9-dimensional geometric object, is spanned by 64 vertices that represent the codons and the Euclidian distances between these vertices correspond one-to-one with intercodon Hamming distances. The CodonGraph represents the vertices and edges of the polytope; each edge equals a Hamming 1-distance. The mirror reflection symmetry group of the polytope is isomorphic to the largest permutation symmetry group of the codon set that preserves Hamming distances. These groups contain 82,944 symmetries. Many polytope symmetries coincide with the degeneracy and similarity patterns of the genetic code. These code symmetries are strongly related with the face structure of the polytope with smaller faces displaying stronger code symmetries. Splitting the polytope stepwise into smaller faces models an early evolution of the code that generates this hierarchy of code symmetries. The canonical code represents a class of 41,472 codes with equivalent symmetries; a single class among an astronomical number of symmetry classes comprising all possible codes.
Introduction
The canonical genetic code as summarized by the codon table ( Figure 1 ) consists of 64 codons or code words and each word encodes a single message-an amino acid or stop codon. The code is a mapping of the set of 64 codons onto 21 messages. All extant living organisms use this code, or minor variations thereof to synthesize the proteins encoded by their genomes [1, 2] . This fact strongly argues in favor of the commonly held hypothesis that all known life evolved from a Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA), and that the code itself evolved in an RNA world inhabited by pre-LUCA organisms over 3.5 Billion years ago [3, 4] . The code displays patterns of similarities [5, 6] . Most messages are encoded by several synonymous codons (the degeneracy of the code), but the coloring of the codon table in Figure 1 shows broader patterns of similarities as well. The color scheme shows the Polar Requirement of the amino acids (Figure 2 ), a physicochemical characteristic frequently used for the analysis of the genetic code [7] . In the codon table, amino acids with similar Polar Requirements tend to cluster together; that is, they tend to be encoded by similar codons. Simplified amino acid alphabets consist of various sets of similar amino acids, such as a size-2 alphabet composed of a set of hydrophobic and a set of hydrophilic amino acids, and as will be discussed in Section 6, amino acids belonging to the same set are often grouped together in the codon table. Simplified amino acid alphabets based on physicochemical properties are not essentially different from those using protein sequence or structure information [8] . Codons are three letter words made up from a four letter alphabet {A, C, G, U}, and codons encoding the same message most often differ in the third codon position only, while codons encoding similar amino acids usually differ only in one or two positions. The Hamming metric of mathematical coding theory measures these differences between code words: words differing at one, two or three positions are at Hamming 1-, 2-, or 3-distance, respectively [9] . The codon set combined with the Hamming metric makes a normed metric space of 64 points with well-defined distances between them. For example, each codon has nine nearest neighbor codons at 1-distance-nine codons differing at only one position, the most similar codons in the codon set by the Hamming metric; such as the nine nearest neighbors of codon AAA: AAC, AAG, AAU, ACA, AGA, AUA, CAA, GAA and UAA. The similarity patterns of the code result from the mapping of the codon space onto the message space and their mathematical analysis is the subject of this paper. As a first step we develop a geometric model of the code that faithfully maps Hamming distances onto Euclidian distances-the CodonPolytope (Section 4). In this model the codons are represented by 64 points in Euclidian 9-space, the vertices of a 9-dimensional geometric object (containing lower dimensional objects such as cubes and tetrahedrons). While the codon set with Hamming metric possesses permutation symmetries that preserve this metric, the polytope displays Euclidian symmetries and space coordinates that greatly facilitate the (computational) analysis of the similarity patterns of the code (Sections 5, 6 and 7).
In 1950 Hamming published his now famous geometric cube model for binary codes: the code words are represented by vertices, and vertices representing code words differing at only one position are connected by edges [10, 11] . The 3-bit binary code neatly illustrates this idea: the code word 000 is represented by a vertex with space coordinates (0,0,0) at the origin of a 3-dimensional Euclidian orthogonal space, 001 by a vertex with space coordinates (0,0,1), and so on for the remaining code words 010, 100, 011, 110, 101, 111; the eight vertices span a 3-cube with edges between vertices differing in just one coordinate, such as between (0,0,0) and (0,0,1). This binary Hamming cube is shown in Figure 3 . Vertices representing code words at Hamming 1-distance (1-HD), such as 000 and 001, are incident on the same edge (at 1-edge distance) and at Euclidian 1-distance (1-ED), while vertices representing words at Hamming 2-and 3-distance are respectively at 2-and 3-edge distances and at Euclidian √2-and √3-distance. Hamming distances are preserved in the cube model: they are mapped one-to-one onto Euclidian distances: 1-HD → 1-ED, 2-HD → √2-ED, and 3-HD → √3-ED. All n-bit binary codes can be mapped to n-cubes this way; e.g., the 64 (=2 6 ) 6-bit binary words to a 6-cube with 192 (=64 × 6/2) edges connecting vertices representing words at 1-Hamming distance (each vertex is incident on six edges; each code word is at 1-HD of six other words.) Hamming distances and their geometric representation are basics tools of mathematical code analysis, with, among others, relevance to a code's error detection and correction capacities [9] . Hamming's cube model has inspired similar models for the genetic code, but importantly the genetic code is quaternary-it uses four symbols, {A, C, G, U}, and not binary-{0,1}. This has implications for the geometric model of the code that hitherto have not been recognized to the best knowledge of this author. Various mathematical models of the genetic code have been published. Many models ( [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and references herein) use one of the 24 mappings of the four common nucleotides to 2-bit binary codes, such as (U, A, G, C) → (00, 10, 01, 11), so that codons are represented by 6-bit binary words. Importantly, these mappings do not preserve the genetic code's Hamming distances: 1-distances due to different nucleotides at the same codon position become either 1-or 2-distances in binary. To witness: the U-A, U-G, A-C and G-C nucleotide-to-nucleotide 1-distances map to binary 1-distances between, respectively, 00-10, 00-01, 10-11 and 01-11 (only one binary bit differs), while the U-C and A-G nucleotide 1-distances map to binary 2-distances between, respectively, 00-11 and 10-01 (both bits differ). The geometric model of this binary code is the Hamming 6-cube spanned by 64 vertices corresponding with the 64, 6-bit binary words representing the codons [17] [18] [19] . In the 6-cube every 6-bit word has six nearest neighbors-not nine as in the genetic code, and the cube's 192 length-1 edges correspond with the 192 binary Hamming 1-distances between the 64 6-bit words, but there are actually 288 Hamming 1-distances between the function C is not invertible. The encoding of the same message by different (synonymous) codons is known by biologists as the degeneracy of the code. Degeneracy is not identical with the coding theory notion of redundancy, which relates to code words that are longer than minimally required, say length-3 instead of length-2 blocks. The code is not redundant in this sense as a 4-letter length-2 block code can encode at most 16 (=4 2 ) messages, not 21. We use [n] as notation for a finite n-set = {1, 2, …, n} so that the codons can be indexed (numbered) by [64] = {1, …, 64} and the messages by [21] . The genetic code is one of 1.51 × 1084 different [64] → [21] surjections, an astronomically large function space [24] . (Appendix A summarizes the notation and combinatorial counting formulas used in this article, see [25] ) The fact that just one code (or at most a few, very similar codes) evolved is a strong argument in favor of a last unique common ancestor (LUCA) for all known living organisms, but how, pre-LUCA, this unique code evolved is a yet unanswered question.
The Hamming Distances between the 64 Codons of the Codon Set
Hamming distances, which equal the number of non-identical positions in code words, measure differences between code words: two different codons are at 1-, 2-or 3-Hamming distance. For example, the codons AAG, AAU are at 1-distance as they differ only in the third codon position, GAU, CAC at 2-distance, and GGG, ACU at 3-distance. Every codon is at 1-distance of nine other codons, at 2-distance of 27 other codons and at 3-distance of the remaining 27 codons of the codon set; the distances between the 64 codons are shown in Figure 4 , the Codon-Distance-Matrix. The symmetry patterns of this matrix reflect the mathematical structure imposed on the codon set by the Hamming metric, the structure of the normed metric codon space. The Hamming distances are fundamental in mathematical coding theory, but also have significant biological relevance. They are related to mutation distances: A single point mutation changes a codon to a codon at 1-distance, and minimally two, respectively, three point mutations are required to change a codon to a codon at 2-or 3-distance. Hamming distances also are correlated with the code's similarity patterns: Codons encoding the same message almost always are at 1-distance, and codons for similar messages most often are at 1-or 2-distance. For example, the four synonymous GUN codons (with N representing any of the four bases), each at 1-distance from the three others, make up the family box of the codon table encoding the hydrophobic amino acid valine. In addition these valine codons are at 1-or 2-distance of similar sets of synonymous codons encoding other hydrophobic amino acids: alanine (GCN), leucine(CUN, UUR), phenylalanine (UUY), isoleucine (AUA, AUY), and methionine (AUG)-with R representing a purine {A, G} and Y a pyrimidine {C, U} base (see Figure 1 ).
The CodonGraph, a Graph Representation of the Codon Set with Hamming Metric
A graph (G) is a set of vertices (V) together with a set of edges (E) between two vertices, elements of V:G = {V, E}, for V = {v1, v2, … , vn} and E = {{vi,vj}, … , {vx,vy}}. Two vertices incident on the same edge are adjacent. The CodonGraph is comprised of 64 vertices, representing the codons, and 288 edges between adjacent vertices [24] . Adjacent vertices represent codons at Hamming 1-distance, and the graph is 9-regular as each vertex is adjacent to nine vertices representing the nine nearest neighbor codons at 1-distance. Therefore the graph contains 288 edges (288 = 64 × 9/2, two vertices per edge). Each vertex is connected via nine, 1-edge shortest paths with nine adjacent vertices, via 27, 2-edge shortest paths with 27 vertices representing codons at Hamming 2-distance, and via 27, 3-edge shortest paths with the remaining 27 vertices representing codons at Hamming 3-distance. The graph's edge-metric (the number of edges on the shortest path) thus corresponds one-to-one with the Hamming metric: the graph representation of the codon set preserves the intercodon Hamming distances. Figure 5 shows a circular embedding of the CodonGraph-all vertices are arranged on a circle, numbered counterclockwise, and labeled with the codons in lexicographical order. A subgraph of the CodonGraph induced by a single vertex (such as vertex-1, AAA in Figure 6 ) comprises its nine adjacent vertices and contains three K4-graphs-complete-4 graphs made up of four adjacent vertices and six edges. The single induction vertex (vertex-1) is a cut vertex that connects the three K4-graphs (deleting this vertex disconnects the graph, cuts it in separate pieces). Each K4-graph contains four vertices that represent four codons that only differ at one particular codon position; for example, the vertices representing the codons AAA, AAC, AAG and AAU make up a K4-graph in Figure 6 . Each of the 64 graph vertices and its nine adjacent vertices form a closed neighborhood made up of three K4-graphs as shown in Figure 6 (only the vertex labels change). Vertices connected via respectively 2-and 3-edge shortest paths are diagonal opposites of square-and cube-subgraphs-graph representations of the eponymous geometric figures, as shown in Figure 7 . The CodonGraph has 3-width-the shortest path between any two vertices contains at most three edges, and the subgraphs of Figure 5 . Zero-, 1-, 2-and 3-distances between codon-i (=row-i) and codon-j (=column-j) correspond with, respectively, black, dark gray, light gray, and white (small square) matrix entries-(i,j). Distance-0 entries (black) fall on the main diagonal, distance-1 (dark gray) entries correspond with edges between vertices i and j of the CodonGraph ( Figure 5 ). Each row/column contains one 0-distance; nine 1-distances; 27, 2-distances; and 27, 3-distances [24] . 
From Graph to Geometry
A graph represents a geometrical object if the vertex and edge sets of the graph correspond one-to-one with those of the object. For example, the cube-graph of Figure 7 obviously represents a geometrical cube. A graph can represent different geometries because edge-length and angles between edges are not defined in the graph, but they are in Euclidian space. For example, a square-graph represents all geometric quadrilaterals, including those with four unequal edges and four different interior angles; the four vertices need not lie in the same plane-the quadrilateral need not be flat. However, a triangle is always flat because three vertices always lay in a plane, and a K4-graph (four vertices and six edges; Figure 6 contains three K4-graphs) always represents a 3-dimensional tetrahedron with four flat triangular sides (otherwise the object has two "interior edges" and is a quadrilateral with four, not six edges).
The CodonGraph thus represents a geometric object with 64 vertices and 288 edges, a polytope. Importantly the edges of the polytope have to be congruent (of equal length) because in the graph as well as in Euclidian space, two codons at one Hamming distance (HD) are represented by adjacent vertices-vertices incident on the same edge: 1-HD thus corresponds with the Euclidian length of an edge of the polytope. Therefore the three K4-graphs of Figure 6 represent three congruent regular tetrahedrons, and the faces of these tetrahedrons are congruent equilateral triangles. The four vertices of a tetrahedron represent four codons differing in one position only, such as AAA, AAC, AAG and AAU-the four codons of a codon table family box. Surprisingly the existing genetic code literature contains square and rectangle models for the four nucleotides (as will be discussed in Section 8), but not this tetrahedron model. The polytope contains 48 regular tetrahedrons (as each vertex is incident on three tetrahedrons: 48 = 64 × 3/4) and 192 equilateral triangles (as each vertex is incident on nine triangles: 192 = 64 × 9/3 as shown in Figure 6 for vertex AAA), and it will be constructed in Section 4.1. The polytope cannot be a hypercube because an n-cube does not contain tetrahedrons or triangles, only cubes (a square is a 2-cube, an edge a 1-cube, and a vertex a 0-cube in this geometric analysis).
Permutation Symmetries of Graphs and Euclidian Symmetries of Geometric Objects
Symmetry, permutations and mathematical groups are fundamental concepts discussed in some detail in Appendix B. To briefly illustrate: the equilateral triangle ( Figure 8 ) possesses three mirrors (μ1, μ2, μ3), and a single rotation axis (for 0, 120 and 240 degree rotations) perpendicular to its geometrical center; these six symmetries make up the symmetry group D3 (dihedral-3). The three mirrors intersect with 60 and 120 degree angles and two consecutive mirror reflections generate a rotation of twice the angle between the mirrors, so all symmetries can be generated by the mirrors: D3 is a reflection symmetry group. The geometric center is a unique point, fixed by all symmetries: D3 is also a point symmetry group [26] . D3 is isomorphic to S3, the Symmetric group that contains all six permutations of three points, such as the three vertices of the triangle. (Isomorphic groups are essentially the same group, identical to abstract groups of the same number of group elements and their composition.) The mirror and rotation symmetries leave the triangle invariant-in the same position in the plane, but induce permutations of the triangle vertices that correspond with those of S3. Similarly, the symmetry group of a triangle graph ({v1, v2, v3}, {{v1,v2}, {v1,v3}, {v2,v3}}) permutes the three vertices {v1, v2, v3}, and because all six permutations leave the edge set {{v1,v2}, {v1,v3}, {v2,v3}}invariant, this group is also isomorphic to S3. (1, 2, 3) and the mirrors are labeled μ1, μ2, and μ3. The mirrors are incident on one vertex and orthogonally bisect the opposite side; they usually are seen as 2-dimensional planes perpendicular to the plane containing the triangle. Reflections in the three mirrors generate the D3 group of six symmetries.
As for the triangle, the symmetries of a regular tetrahedron are all mathematical transformations, such as rotations along an axis and reflections in a mirror plane, that leave it invariant-in the same position before and after the transformation; only if the object were labeled, as in Figure 9 , could one observe that the object was transformed. To illustrate, Figure 9 shows a tetrahedron inscribed in a cube with a mirror plane incident on the {1, 2} edge and perpendicularly bisecting the {3, 4} edge. A reflection in this plane exchanges the vertices G ↔ U, i.e., maps ACGU → ACUG, but leaves the tetrahedron invariant (only the vertex labels changed places, but the labels are not part of the tetrahedron as geometric object). The tetrahedron has six mirror planes, each one bisecting a different edge, and all 24 symmetries of the tetrahedron are generated by reflections in these mirrors as detailed in Appendix C. These 24 symmetries form a reflection symmetry group, the Coxeter-A3 group [27] that is irreducible (not a product of smaller reflection groups) and characterizes, among others, the symmetries of methane (CH4) with a central carbon and four hydrogen atoms at the vertices of a tetrahedron. The A3-group is isomorphic with the permutation group S4, the Symmetric group on four objects, such as {A, C, G, U}, comprising all 24 permutations of these objects (Appendix B and C). The symmetry group of the K4-graph ( Figure 6 ) of order 24 (the number of group elements) permutes the graph's four vertices, but leaves its vertex and edge sets invariant and is isomorphic to both S4 and A3 (isomorphism is transitive: if a ≈ b and b ≈ c then a ≈ c).
Figure 9.
Tetrahedron inscribed in a cube with a mirror plane. The vertices of the tetrahedron are numbered (1, 2, 3, 4) and labeled (A, C, G, U). The front face is colored dark grey and the frontal edges are bold-solid-black while the edges hidden behind the front are bold-dashed-black. The edges of the cube are thin-gray-dashed. One of the six mirror planes of the tetrahedron is colored light-gray and outlined in thin-black. All six mirrors are planes intersecting the cube diagonally; reflections in these mirrors generate the Coxeter A3 group of 24 symmetries.
The CodonArray Embedding of the CodonGraph
The CodonArray, a not previously described embedding of the CodonGraph (Section 2.3), facilitates computation of the 3376 subgraphs and their corresponding faces of the geometric model, the CodonPolytope (Section 4). The graph's 3-dimensional array embedding, projected as a 2D-image in Figure 10 , is not a geometric model (most certainly not a cube). In the CodonArray the 64 vertices are organized as a 4 × 4 × 4 array with three array indices (i, j, k) that run over {1, 2, 3, 4} and identify each vertex by three "orthogonal" coordinates; e.g., i = 3, j = 2 and k = 4 identify vertex (3, 2, 4) . Setting the indices (i, j, k) to correspond with codon positions (1, 2, 3) and by varying them in alphabetical order over {A, C, G, U} assigns codon labels to the array vertices; e.g., vertex (3, 2, 4) = GCU. Every row/column comprises four vertices and six edges and corresponds with a K4-graph (see Figure 11 ). Every vertex is incident on three orthogonal rows, and per row the labeling at only one codon position varies while the other two are fixed-identical to the neighborhood configuration for the cut index in Figure 6 . For example, in Figure 10 , vertex (1, 1, 1) = AAA is incident on three rows, labeled like the corresponding K4-graphs of Figure 6 . With six edges per row, the 48 rows and columns (16 in each of the three orthogonal dimensions i, j, and k) contain all 288 edges of the CodonArray. Sub-arrays comprised of edge-connected vertices correspond with subgraphs; for example, a 4 × 1 × 1 subarray (a row of four vertices: one index varies over all four values, the other two indices are fixed at one value) corresponds with a K4-graph, and a 2 × 2 × 2 subarray (for any two values of the three indices) with a cube-graph. All 3376 subgraphs are identified and enumerated in Table 1 
The Geometric Model: The CodonPolytope

The Construction and Characterization of the CodonPolytope
Recall the regular tetrahedron, one of the Platonic solids; it has four vertices, six equal-length edges and four congruent, equilateral triangular faces. (The four faces, which lie in four 2-dimensional planes are the boundaries that close the 3-dimensional tetrahedron.) Number the tetrahedron vertices (1, 2, 3, 4), label them (A, C, G, U) so that an edge and its geometric Euclidian length represents the Hamming 1-distance between two words of a quaternary length-1 block code as shown in Figure 9 . The tetrahedron is a 3-dimensional geometric object, a polyhedron, an object closed by its faces. Polytopes are closed geometric objects of any dimension: Line segments are 1-polytopes (closed by two endpoints), polygons, such as a triangle, 2-polytopes (closed by line segments), polyhedrons 3-polytopes, and d-dimensional closed geometric objects d-polytopes. Higher dimensional polytopes can be constructed from lower dimensional ones by the polytope product [28, 29] , a procedure detailed in Appendix D. For example, the product of two congruent line segments gives a square, and of three such line segments in a cube, etc. The CodonPolytope is the polytope product of three congruent regular tetrahedrons (Th), indexed 1, 2, and 3: Th1 × Th2 × Th3. The Cartesian product of the vertex sets of the three tetrahedrons produces the 64 (=4 3 ) vertices of the polytope. When labeled as above (Figure 9 ), the vertices of the CodonPolytope are numbered and labeled like those of the CodonArray graph. For example, the product of vertex -3 of Th1, vertex-2 of Th2 and vertex-4 of Th3 generates polytope vertex (3,2,4) = GCU. By construction every polytope vertex is incident on three tetrahedrons and connected via nine equal-length edges with nine adjacent vertices. This geometry corresponds with the closed neighborhood of the CodonGraph vertices, which are incident on three K4-graphs (Figures 6 and 10 ). Therefore the vertex and edge sets of the CodonPolytope and CodonGraph correspond one-to-one: the graph uniquely represents the polytope-any graph representing the polytope is isomorphic to the CodonGraph. (Section 2.4. discusses the relation between a graph and the geometric objects it represents).
The CodonPolytope is a simple 9-polytope: 9-dimensional as the polytope product sums the dimensions of the three tetrahedrons, and simple because its dimension equals the number of edges on which every vertex is incident. A theorem by Blind and Mani states that simple polytopes are determined, up to combinatorial isomorphism, by their graphs [29] . This means that the number of faces of all dimensions and their relations, the face lattice of the polytope, is fully determined by the graph, but of course the graph does not define the Euclidian angles and scale of the polytope. In this sense, the CodonPolytope is the unique geometric representation of the CodonGraph. All 3376 polytope faces and corresponding graphs (sub-arrays of the CodonArray) are enumerated in Table 1 . The 9-polytope is the highest, 9-dimensional face, the 8-facets are 8-dimensionsal faces, the 7-ridges 7-dimensional faces, and so on. The empty face corresponds with the empty vertex set and by convention has dimension minus-one. Non-congruent polytope faces of the same dimension, such as the 2-dimensional triangles and squares, are, when they lack proper names, distinguished by capital letters, such as for the 4-dimensional faces: 4A, 4B, and 4C. Because the CodonPolytope contains such incongruent faces of same dimension, it is not regular (unlike an n-cube, which is regular as its proper faces are all congruent cubes of lower dimensions). The dimension of the faces corresponds with the dimension of the polytope product of the corresponding subarrays; for example, the 4 × 3 × 2 subarray corresponds with the product of a tetrahedron, triangle and line segment respectively, and the sum of their dimensions is 6 (3 + 2 + 1). All subarrays correspond with polytope products of simplexes-geometric objects of dimension one less than their number of vertices, and all polytope faces thus are simple polytopes. Table 1 is summarized by the face-vector of the polytope, which lists the number of faces per dimension starting with the lowest dimension, empty face: (1, 64, 288, 624, 840, 768, 492, 220, 66, 12, 1) . Because the tetrahedron is closed and convex (any line segment connecting two points of the tetrahedron lies entirely within the tetrahedron), the polytope, by construction, is also closed and convex, and as a solid, or closed point set, equals the convex hull of its 64 vertices, just as the tetrahedron equals the convex hull of its four vertices. (A convex hull is the "shrink wrapped" space enclosed by the vertices.) The polytope is closed by its 12, 8-facets, which lie in 12 different 8-D hyperplanes. The Euler-Pointcaré characteristic, the alternating sum of the face-vector equals zero for convex polytopes [29] and indeed: 1 + 64 -288 + 624 -840 + 768 -492 + 220 -66 + 12 − 1 = 0. (This formula generalizes Euler's famous V -E + F = 2 sum of vertices, edges and faces for convex polyhedrons). Simple polytopes have interesting "twins" named polar or dual polytopes, such as the well-known cube and octahedron duals-twinning Platonic solids. The dual of the simple CodonPolytope is a unique polar simplicial 9-polytope, the CodonPolar, which is described in detail in Appendix E. All CodonPolar faces are enumerated in Table 2 ; they correspond via an inversion of the face vector and an anti-isomorphism of the face lattice one-to-one to the CodonPolytope faces. In particular, the CodonPolar possesses 64 congruent 8-facets in one-to-one correspondence with the 64 vertices of the CodonPolytope, and thus with the 64 codons: the CodonPolar is a 9-dimensional 64-sided die that, in a figurative sense, can be cast to randomly pick with equal probability any of the 64 codons. Table 2 . The 3376 faces of the Codon-Polar-Polytope. The 12 vertices of the polytope are located on three tetrahedrons, each residing in a different 3-dimensional subspace of a Euclidian 9-space. The notation P + Q + R stands for P-, Q-, and R-vertices on the different tetrahedrons; e.g., each of the vertices of a 1 + 1 + 1 A-Triangle is incident on a different tetrahedron, while those of a 3 + 0 + 0 C-Triangle are all incident on the same tetrahedron. 
Faces of the
A Realization of the CodonPolytope
The CodonPolytope can be realized in Euclidian 9-space: Three 3D-tetrahedrons, centered on the origin, their vertices numbered (1, 2, 3, 4) , labeled (A, C, G, U), and assigned space coordinates vertices that have space coordinates composed of nine ±1 entries. Only one out of eight cube vertices coincides with a polytope vertex.
The Point Symmetry Group of the CodonPolytope
Section 2.5 discusses the symmetry groups of triangle-D3, and the tetrahedron-the Coxeter-A3 group, and their isomorphism to the permutation groups S3 and S4 respectively.
The symmetries of the CodonPolytope are all orthogonal transformations of the Euclidian 9-space that leave the polytope invariant. These rotations and reflections form a point group that fixes the unique geometric center point of the polytope and maps the polytope vertex set onto itself. By construction of the CodonPolytope as rectangular product of three tetrahedrons (Section 4.1), the direct product of three Coxeter-A3 groups, A3 × A3 × A3, becomes a symmetry group of the 9-polytope. Each A3-group acts on a different 3-subspace and fixes the complementary perpendicular 6-space. We index the groups: A31 acts on the 3-subspace spanned by dimensions 1, 2 and 3; A32 on the space spanned by dimensions 4, 5 and 6; and A33 on the space spanned by dimensions 7, 8 and 9. Their 18 mirror planes (3 × 6 per tetrahedron), which are 8-dimensional hyperplanes dividing the 9-space into two 9-dimensional half spaces, generate all 13,824 (24 3 ) polytope symmetries of A31 × A32 × A33. Each mirror bisects 16 polytope edges and exchanges the 32 vertices incident on these edges, but does not move the other 32 vertices as they lie within the 8-plane. For example, one mirror fixes all 32 {NNA, NNC} (N stands for any letter), but exchanges all 32 other codon labels, NNG ↔ NNU, analogous to the tetrahedron G ↔ U mirror shown in Figure 9 . All 18 edges of the three tetrahedrons in Figure 6 (represented by K4 graphs) are bisected by one of the 18 mirrors, e.g., mirror NNG ↔ NNU bisects {AAG, AAU}, but fixes all other vertices of Figure 6 . The six mirrors of each A3 are perpendicular to the mirrors of the other two groups so that reflections of different A3 groups commute, e.g., the order of multiplication of A31 × A32 × A33, the direct product of the three A3 symmetry groups, does not matter. The three A3 groups are identical as are the three 3D-subspaces on which they act. Six transformations (3 rotations, including the 0-degree identity rotation, and three reflections) exchange these 3D-subspaces and form a 9-dimensional reflection group isomorphic to D3, the symmetry group of the equilateral triangle. These transformations exchange the six tetrahedron mirror planes between the three 3D-subspaces, and thus exchange or permute the three A3 groups. The symmetry group of the CodonPolytope thus is formed by the product of the 9-dimensional reflection group isomorphic to D3 with the direct product of the three A3 groups. This space symmetry group is isomorphic to the permutation group formed by the wreath product of S3 with the direct product of three S4 groups: S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3-in this wreath product S3 permutes the three S4 groups (as described above for the three A3 groups), or equivalently the 4-sets upon which they act (analogous to the permutations of the 3D-subspaces mentioned above). The actions of the permutation group S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 on the codon set are described in Section 5.1 and Appendix B; for wreath products and permutation group theory see [30, 31] . The CodonPolytope symmetry group has order 82,944 (=6 × 24 3 ).
A matrix representation of this symmetry group is computed from scratch. The symmetry group of the polytope must be a subgroup of the group of all orthogonal transformations of Euclidian 9-space that leave the (infinite) set of points with nine integer coordinates in this space invariant-the modular orthogonal group O-(9, Z) of order 185,794,560 (=2 9 × 9!) [32] . These transformations correspond with 9 × 9 matrices having only one non-zero ±1 entry per row and column (in particular, all 512 = 2 9 vertices of a unit 9-cube with 9 ± 1 coordinates are permuted by these transformations). Only those matrices that map the set of coordinates of the 64 vertices of a realization of the polytope (Section 4.2) onto itself are symmetries of the polytope and a computer scan of the 185,794,560 matrices identified 82,944 such symmetries; one advantage of a geometric model is that it permits such brute experimental computation. These 82,944 matrices can be partitioned into six sets of similar block matrices, each matrix is composed of nine 3 × 3 blocks: three 3 × 3 blocks contain the 24 tetrahedron symmetries for the three 3D-subspaces (the A-entries) and six 3 × 3 blocks are zero matrices (the dot "."-entries). These six matrix sets are:
).
These six sets are generated from the first set by the six permutations of S3 that exchange the 3 perpendicular 3-subspaces (replacing the A-blocks with 3 × 3 identity matrices corresponds with a matrix representation of S3 in 9-space.) Each set of matrices comprises 13,824 ( 24 3 is a symmetry of the polytope, but all 185,794,560 transformations of O-(9, Z) are symmetries of the unit 9-cube in which the polytope is inscribed. For comparison: the symmetry group of the unit 6-cube, often used to model the codon set (see Section 1) equals O-(6, Z) and is isomorphic to S6 xwreath (S2) 6 . This group has order 46,080 (=6! × 2 6 = 720 × 64) and thus is smaller than the CodonPolytope symmetry group, but the 6-cube group is not a subgroup of the polytope group as its index 1.8 (= 82,944/46,080) is not an integer. S3 xwreath (S2 × S2)1 × (S2 × S2)2 × (S2 × S2)3 of order 384 (=6 × 4 3 ) is the largest group that the six cube and polytope groups have in common. Each S2 permutes the two bits at one of the six-positions, each S2 × S2 is isomorphic to the Klein Four group, and the S3 wreath product exchanges the 2-bit sets at positions {1,2}, {3,4}, and {5,6}-each set corresponds with a codon position. The S2 × S2 subgroup of S4 corresponds with the three 180 degree rotations of the tetrahedron plus the 0 degree rotation identity of the A3 tetrahedron symmetry group (see Appendix C).
Symmetries of the Polytope Faces
The symmetry groups of the polytope faces are stabilizers or isotropy groups that map the vertex set spanning a face onto itself, and they are subgroups of the symmetry group of the polytope. Table 1 lists the faces as polytope products: 4 indicates a tetrahedron, 3 a triangle, 2 a line segment, and 1 a vertex. The stabilizer groups correspond with the (wreath) product of the symmetry groups of the faces in these polytope products. The tetrahedron group is isomorphic to S4, the triangle group to S3, the edge group to S2, and the vertex group to S1, which is usually omitted. As shown above, the 4 × 4 × 4 polytope is the product of three tetrahedrons and its stabilizer group is isomorphic to S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 (Section 4.3). Similarly the stabilizer of a 2 × 2 × 2 cube face is isomorphic to S3 xwreath (S2)1 × (S2)2 × (S2)3 of order 48 (=6 × 2 3 ), which is isomorphic to the cube reflection symmetry group. And the stabilizer group of the 6-face corresponding with a 4 × 3 × 2 subarray is isomorphic to the direct product (S4)1 × (S3)2 × (S2)3 of order 288 (=24 × 6 × 2); this symmetry group lacks a wreath product permuting the three Symmetric groups because these groups are unequal; equivalently, the tetrahedron, triangle and line segment are not congruent and no Euclidian symmetry exchanges them.
The Symmetries of the CodonGraph and Codon Set
The Symmetries of the Codon Set That Preserve Hamming Distances
Recall the Coxeter A3 reflection symmetry group of the tetrahedron-a 3-dimensional geometric object; this group is isomorphic to the symmetry group of the K4-graph-a set of four vertices and six edges representing the tetrahedron, and both are isomorphic to S4, which permutes four objects-just four points of zero dimension in an abstract point space in correspondence with the four vertices of the K4-graph or those of the tetrahedron (Section 4.3 and Appendix B and C). Similarly, the symmetry group of the CodonPolytope-a 9-dimensional geometric object, is isomorphic to the symmetry group of the CodonGraph-a set of 64 vertices and 288 edges, and both are isomorphic to the permutation group S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3-the wreath product of S3 with the direct product of three S4 (Section 4.3).
(Notation: the index-i for i = 1, 2, 3, in (S4)i corresponds with the codon position acted on by the S4 group, and S3 permutes the codon positions; See also Appendix B and [30, 31] .) Perhaps it is helpful to "visualize" this permutation group as the symmetry group of a (large) equilateral triangle with three congruent tetrahedrons, labeled 1, 2 and 3, centered on the vertices of this triangle: each tetrahedron is transformed independently of the two others by its own 24 symmetries in its own 3-space in correspondence with the actions of S4 on the tetrahedron vertex labels {A, C, G, U}, and the tetrahedrons are exchanged by the six symmetries of the triangle in correspondence with the actions of S3 on three S4 groups. With the vertices of the triangle and the tetrahedrons labeled as in the Figures 8 and 9 , this configuration has 6 × 24 × 24 × 24 = 82,944 differently labeled, but identical geometries. Most importantly, as will be shown below, S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 acting on the codon space (64 points in an abstract point space with Hamming metric) preserves the Hamming metric: the Hamming distance between any two codons p, q є [64] is the same before and after any of the 82,944 permutations of the codon set induced by this group. The group induces two kinds of permutations of the 64 codons: the three S4 permute the four letters at each of the three codon positions, and the S3 wreath product permutes the three indices, or equivalently, the three codon positions (Appendix B). For example, the permutation (1,2,3,4) → (2,1,4,3) є S4 induces the permutation (A,C,G,U) → (C,A,U,G), and when acting at the middle codon position-e.g., as element of (S4)2, induces a permutation of all 64 codons: AAA ↔ ACA, AGA ↔ AUA, … etc., a reordering of the lexicographically ordered codons: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, …, 63, 64) → (2, 1, 4, 3, 6, 5, …, 64, 63), a [64] → [64] permutation of the codon set. Similarly the permutation (1,2,3) → (3,2,1) є S3 acting on the codon set exchanges the letters at the first and third codon position of all codons: AAA ↔ AAA, AAC ↔ CAA, CAG ↔ GAC, … etc., which also reorders the indexed codons. A basic theorem states that every permutation and Symmetric group can be generated from transpositions, or inversions-permutations exchanging two elements (a, b) → (b, a); the above (1,2,3) → (3,2,1) є S3 is a (1,3) → (3,1) inversion, and the (1,2,3,4) → (2,1,4,3) є S4 contains two inversions. As can be readily checked the three inversions contained in S3 and the six in S4 induce permutations of the codon set that preserve the Hamming metric, and therefore all permutations generated by these inversions do as well, that is all of S3 and S4, and the 82,944 permutations of S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3.
The largest permutation group acting on the codon set is S64 and any inversion of S64: (p, q) → (q, p) є S64 for p, q є [64] , affects just two codons-say, for p = 2 and q = 4: AAC ↔ AAU, which changes their intercodon Hamming distances with many fixed codons, with, for example, ACC and AUU (AAC and ACC are at 1-HD, but after the permutation AAC → AAU, AAU and ACC are at 2-HD). All 30 other codons ending with C or U have to undergo the same exchange to preserve the Hamming metric of the codon space, while the 32 codons ending in A or G can remain fixed, and the letters at codon positions 1 or 2 of all codons do not change (these findings are easily confirmed by experiment, or by a long proof by cases). Together these 16 inversions of S64 preserve the Hamming metric, but their union is identical with the inversion (C, U) → (U, C) induced by (3, 4) → (4, 3) є (S4)3 acting on the codon set. Some inversions of S64 (such as for p = 7 and q = 19: ACG ↔ CAG) result in letter changes in more than one codon position, and when complemented by the relevant 15 inversions at each position to preserve the Hamming metric, their union corresponds with an action of the S4 groups acting at each codon position (as above). Alternatively in some cases, such as for ACG ↔ CAG, inversions of S64 (that transpose codon positions 1 and 2) affecting all eight codons ACN ↔ CAN, but then also of the eight AGN ↔ GAN and eight UCN ↔ CUN codons, etc., can complement the initial inversion to preserve the Hamming metric, and their union then equals the inversion (1,2) → (2,1) є S3 acting on the codon set. (The above set of inversions of S64 does not include any permutations of the 16 codons {AAN, CCN, GGN, UUN}, but the action of (1,2) → (2,1) є S3 on these codons also equals the identity, that is they remain fixed.) Thus a single inversion of S64 acting on the codon space does not preserve the Hamming metric, but this inversion can be complemented with a set of similar inversions, the union of which preserves the metric, but then also equals one of the permutations of the codon set induced by an action of S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3. This wreath product therefore contains all permutations of the codon set that preserve the intercodon Hamming distances; it is the largest subgroup of S64 that does this. Both the wreath product of order 82,944 and the direct product (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 of order 13,824 are transitive on the codon set-they permute any codon into any other; the orbit of each codon under these symmetry groups equals the whole set. Both groups are small subgroups of S64 with integer index ≈9.18 × 10 84 and ≈1.53 × 10 84 respectively (the index equals the order of S64/order of subgroup). S64
contains all 64! (≈1.27 × 10 89 ) permutations of the codon set and permutations preserving the Hamming metric are relatively rare-only about 1 of every 10 83 permutations of the codon set does so.
The Symmetries of the CodonGraph
The symmetries of the CodonGraph are most easily derived by inspection of the CodonArray (Section 3), which looks like a 3-dimensional cube (Figure 10 ), but is a graph with six edges (not three edges) per row ( Figure 11 ). The four values of the three indices (i, j, k) are permuted by the three S4 groups. For example, the inversion (1,2,3,4) → (2,1,3,4) є S4 acting on the values of index-j induces a relabeling of the graph's vertices (A,C,G,U) → (C,A,G,U) that affects 32 codons with A or C at the middle position (i.e., AAA ↔ ACA): the 16 vertices of the front of the "cube" of Figure 10 (AAA to UAU) are exchanged with the 16 vertices right behind them (ACA to UCU), and this leaves the structure of the array intact (both the vertex and edge sets are invariant, only the labels changed.) The same holds for all such inversions for all three S4 and thus for the direct product (S4)i × (S4)j × (S4)k. (Notation: the index-p with p = i, j, or k in (S4)p corresponds with the array index i, j, k acted on by the S4 group.) The S3 wreath product permutes the three indices (i, j, k), which is a symmetry of the CodonArray as the array is identical in each of these three directions. Inspection of the array reveals no other symmetries, and exchanging just one vertex (with edges attached) between different rows, require s readjustments of other vertices (with edges attached) like those described for codon inversions in Section 5.1 to restore the array. The symmetry group of the graph thus equals S3 xwreath (S4)i × (S4)j × (S4)k of order 82,944. (The CodonGraph symmetry group was derived in a different way in [24] .) The graph symmetry group contains stabilizer subgroups for all its 3376 subgraphs; they are isomorphic to the stabilizer groups for the polytope faces, and easily derived from the subarrays, as discussed in Section 4.4. For example, the wreath product contains 216 (=6 3 ) copies of S3 xwreath (S2)i × (S2)j × (S2)k-isomorphic to symmetry group of the cube, as each S4 contains 6 S2 subgroups; the 216 cube subgraphs are easily seen in the array (take any two vertices of each of the three orthogonal rows and "fill out" the cube). The graph symmetries permute the codon labels of the vertices of the array, and indeed, the array vertices can be labeled in 82,944 ways: Any of the 64 codons can be mapped to vertex (1,1,1), e.g., AAA → (1,1,1) as in Figure 10 . This leaves nine labeling choices for a vertex at Hamming 1-distance of AAA, e.g., AAC → (1,1,2), which maps codon position-3 to array index-k and leaves only two choices for the remaining two letters in the third position, e.g., (AAG), (AAU) → (1,1,3), (1, 1, 4) . Labeling one of remaining six vertices at 1-distance of (1,1,1) = AAA, e.g., ACA → (1,2,1), maps the two other codon positions to specific indices: 2 → j and 1 → i, and this restricts the labeling of the other five vertices to these two rows. In total 64 × (9 × 2 × 1) × (6 × 2 × 1) × (3 × 2 × 1) = 82,944 labeling choices-a confirmation of the order of the graph's symmetry group. Without the array structure-the 288 edges between the 64 vertices in the 9-regular graph, the 64 vertices can be labeled in 64! ways, the number of [64] → [64] onto mappings of 64 labels onto 64 points.
Symmetries of the Genetic Code
Exact and Near Symmetries of the Code
The degeneracy of the genetic code-the encoding of the same message by different codons, and the symmetries of the CodonPolytope are related. For example, the familiar codon table (Figure 1) shows that codons UUU and UUC both encode Phe; indeed all 16, 2-codon sets {NNC, NNU} encode the same amino acid. (Notation: N stands for any nucleotide, but in comparisons between two or more sets N indicates the same nucleotide for the comparison, so that {NNC, NNU} indicates {AAC, AAU}, {ACC, ACU}, etc.) Thus the NNC ↔ NNU mirror (one of the 18 mirrors generating the direct product symmetry group of the polytope, Section 4.3), which induces the corresponding permutation of 32 codons, leaves the genetic code completely unchanged-invariant, and is an exact symmetry of the code. (A symmetry of a set of objects is a change-a transformation, imposed on the set that leaves some aspect of this set invariant; exact code symmetries leave the code invariant.) The NNC ↔ NNU permutation induces a reordering of the codons in 32 of the 64 slots of the codon table while the amino acid assignments of these slots are not altered-they are fixed as a reference frame, not affected by the permutation. For example, the codon in the top-left slot changes from UUU to UUC, but this slot remains assigned to Phe, and because UUU and UUC both encode Phe in the code, this permutation does not change the codon-amino acid assignment-it leaves the genetic code invariant. The NNA ↔ NNG mirror leaves the standard code invariant for 28 out of the 32 permuted codons and is thus a near symmetry of the standard code, but an exact symmetry of the mitochondrial codes comprising two Met and two Trp codons [33, 34] . (Exact symmetries are exceedingly rare, but near symmetries are common in biology [35] . For example, the left and right hand of the same individual are nearly symmetric: they are mirror images, but not mathematically or physically perfect mirror images.) Code symmetries suggest that the underlying physicochemical and biological mechanisms are identical (or very similar) for the symmetrical entities. For the symmetry between the two codons of all 16, 2-codon sets {NNC, NNU}, the biological cause is known: the 5′GNN3′ anticodons wobble-pair at the 3rd codon position with both NNC and NNU codons in extant biology. Because one anticodon recognizes two codons, the code cannot distinguish between these codons and the encoded message has to be identical for both codons. For other code symmetries (below) the mechanisms are not known, but we conjecture that these symmetries are remnants of no longer observable mechanisms, such as wobble-pairing at the 1st and 2nd codon positions, that operated during the evolution of the genetic code, and thus hold clues as to the evolution of the code itself.
Conservative and Anti-Conservative Symmetries of the Code
The codon table (Figure 1 ), a rather arbitrary but ingenious ordering of the 64 codons in 2D-table form, conveniently groups the 16, 4-codon sets differing only at the third codon position into family boxes. These 16 sets {AAN, ACN, …, UUN} correspond one-to-one with the 16, 1 × 1 × 4 tetrahedron faces of the CodonPolytope, a 9D-geometric model determined by (non-arbitrary) intercodon Hamming-distances. The 24 tetrahedron symmetries are exact code symmetries in eight out 16 boxes that encode for a single amino acid (box has one color in Figure 1) , and conservative code symmetries in six boxes that encode 2 similar amino acids (the box has two colors that are close on the polar requirement scale of Figure 2 ). For example, the four GAN-box codons encode the acidic amino acids Asp and Glu, so that all tetrahedron symmetries leave the acidic character of the encoded amino acid invariant. (Substitution of Asp with Glu in a protein is called a conservative mutation; conservative code symmetries leave the physicochemical character of the amino acids invariant.) Arguably only 2 out of 16 boxes lack these conservative symmetries: these boxes contain stop codons (white, no color in Figure 1 ), which by necessity introduce dissymmetries or asymmetries with codons encoding amino acids.
The other common subdivisions of the codon table also correspond with faces of the polytope. The table itself corresponds with the 4 × 4 × 4 face, the 9-polytope itself, and its left and right halves with two 4 × 2 × 4, 7A-ridges representing the two 32-sets of NYN and NRN codons respectively, with Y = pyrimidine (C or U) and R = purine nucleotide (A or G). The codons of the left table half almost exclusively encode hydrophobic, and those of the right half, predominantly hydrophilic amino acids. (Purple and blue represent hydrophobic amino acids, while orange, yellow and green represent more hydrophilic amino acids in Figure 1 ; the scale is given in Figure 2 ). Therefore many of the 2304 symmetries of these faces (their stabilizers are isomorphic with S2 xwreath (S4)1 × S2 × (S4)3; the S2 wreath product permutes the 1st and 3rd codon positions, Section 4.4) are conservative or near conservative code symmetries. A few face symmetries are exact code symmetries, but stop codons, or a minority of codons encoding non-similar amino acids in the right table half cause some dissymmetries as well. Most strikingly, the polytope symmetries that exchange the two 7A-ridges (two different 180 rotations generated by two different 2-mirror systems {NAN ↔ NCN, NGN ↔ NUN} and {NAN ↔ NUN, NCN ↔ NGN}), are anti-conservative or near anti-conservative symmetries of the code as they exchange codon assignments between hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids for most permuted codons. (An anti-symmetry or black-white, plus-minus, or 0-1 symmetry exchanges parts that are equivalent but of opposite binary value: for example 010 ↔ 101). This hydrophobic ↔ hydrophilic anti-symmetry on the amino acid level corresponds with an anti-symmetry R ↔ Y on the codon level (both 180 rotations above map onto NRN ↔ NYN). Therefore we conjecture that at a very early pre-LUCA stage of the code's evolution the peptide synthesis machinery distinguished between hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids (probably just a few of each kind existed), and at the same time only discriminated between purines and pyrimidines at the middle codon position (the other codon positions do not impact the hydrophobic ↔ hydrophilic anti-symmetry). Recognition of codons by anti-codons through wobble pairing at the middle codon position only, analogous to the wobble pairing at the third position in extant organisms, could have been the biological mechanism underlying the NRN ↔ NYN anti-symmetry. This needs minimally two anti-codons: one with a G and one with a U at the middle position to recognize, respectively, all 32 NYN and 32 NRN codons. The two anti-symmetries, hydrophobic ↔ hydrophilic and R ↔ Y, generate a primitive, initial code capable of controlling to a large extent the hydrophilic / hydrophobic character of synthesized peptides, and thus among others, their 3D-folding and affinity for lipid membranes. This early directed peptide synthesis likely presented a significant selective advantage over a non-directed, random peptide synthesis that probably existed before a genetic code evolved.
Stronger and Weaker Symmetries of the Code
As mentioned above and continuing that argument, the common subdivisions of the codon table correspond with faces of the polytope. The four columns of the codon table correspond with all four 4 × 1 × 4 congruent 6A-faces, the eight lower and upper halves of these columns with all eight 2 × 1 × 4 congruent 4A-faces, and the 16 family boxes with all 16, 1 × 1 × 4 tetrahedrons as discussed in Section 6.2. Many symmetries of these faces correspond with near conservative or conservative code symmetries, or even with exact code symmetries-all codons encoding the same amino acid are always in the same column/6A-face (except for the six Ser codons, of which four are in the second and two in the fourth column). With exact symmetries seen as stronger symmetries than near-symmetries, or conservative symmetries, then in general, the symmetries of the lower dimensional, smaller polytope faces correspond with stronger code symmetries then those of the higher dimensional, larger faces. (Figure 1 visualizes these differences: the colors of smaller faces are more similar than those of the larger faces; for example, there is a notable difference between the colorings of the four columns, but within each column the colors are rather more similar. Figure 2 indicates how "similar" different colors are; for example, in the first column the Polar Requirements only vary between 4.9 and 5.6.) The smallest faces with the strongest code symmetries-the exact code symmetries, reflect a lack of discrimination between biochemically different molecular entities by the extant protein synthesis machinery. For example, the mirror, or S2 symmetries of all 16 edges spanned by the two vertices representing the two codons {NNC, NNU} are exact code symmetries due to codon-anticodon wobble pairing at the 3rd codon position. For the small but slightly larger faces, the tetrahedrons, we conjecture that the 24 tetrahedron symmetries, exact symmetries for eight tetrahedrons and conservative symmetries for six tetrahedrons in the extant code, are remnants of exact symmetries of an earlier code based on codon-anticodon Watson-Crick pairing at the first and second codon position while the third position did not matter. At this stage, the code encodes maximally 16 messages, and all tetrahedron symmetries are exact code symmetries (e.g., acidic amino acid is an exact symmetry at this stage). This earlier code evolves to the canonical code when wobble base pairing at the 3rd codon position becomes relevant, and the protein synthesis machinery develops the capacity to distinguish between very similar amino acids, such as Asp and Glu, so that some exact code symmetries evolve to conservative symmetries. By analogy and continuity going back in time, the larger polytope faces with the weaker code symmetries-the near symmetries and conservative symmetries, and the weaker yet-the near conservative symmetries, are remnants of exact symmetries of even earlier codes, going back to the earliest code represented by the two 7A-ridges (Section 6.2).
Code Symmetries are Not Random
We conjecture above that the symmetries of the code are remnants of its evolution and were not generated by chance in pre-LUCA organisms. To back up this claim a million (10 6 ) computer generated random codes composed of the same number of codons per amino acid as the canonical code were screened for exact code symmetries and all numerical data on random codes in this section are results from this simulation. Figure 12 shows codon tables for six random codes with the amino acid color scheme of Figure 2 , and visual inspection reveals that the random codes lack most of the symmetries displayed by the canonical code-compare Figures 1 and 12 . While the canonical genetic code polytope contains eight tetrahedrons (≈17% of all its 48 tetrahedron faces) displaying exact code symmetries, among the million random code polytopes only 3757 codes contain one, and only two codes contain two such tetrahedrons, and none has more. Thus, random codes with four codons at Hamming 1-distance encoding the same amino acid are rare (about four per 10 3 random codes), codes with two such "family boxes" much rarer (about 2 per 10 6 codes), and more than two extremely rare-so rare that our computer simulations would not stand a chance of generating a random code having eight family boxes like the genetic code (the "trend" suggests only one such code among 10 24 random codes). The canonical code polytope possesses 69 edges (≈24% of 288 edges) and 33 triangles (≈18% of 192 triangles) with exact code symmetries, and of these 69 edges 21 are not contained in the eight tetrahedrons displaying exact symmetries, while the same holds for only one triangle. Random codes contain far fewer of these symmetries: none of the random code polytopes possesses more than 28 edges or more than eight triangles (all contained in two tetrahedrons) with exact code symmetries; most frequently random code polytopes contain 11 or 12 such edges (for ≈135,225 per million, or ≈1/6), and no such triangles (≈2/3 has none, and only ≈1/3 has one or more such triangles). Thus stochastic evolution in a pre-LUCA organism will not generate the observed exact symmetry patterns of the genetic code with any practical probability; instead a single, random path most likely generates a code resembling the most frequently simulated codes described above (if the codon assignments of the canonical code are predetermined).
The CodonPolytope Splitting Model for the Evolution of the Code
If the weaker code symmetries of the larger polytope faces correspond with exact symmetries of more primitive codes, the early evolution of the code in pre-LUCA organisms can be modeled by splitting the CodonPolytope progressively into its smaller faces: 9-polytope → two 7A-ridges → four 6A-faces → eight 4A-faces → 16 tetrahedrons → 32 line segments. At each of these five distinct steps (symbolized by the arrow →) the larger faces split into two, congruent, smaller faces. At each stage of evolution the symmetries of the faces listed, which are the stabilizer groups of the vertex sets spanning them, are exact code symmetries: the vertices of a face and the codons they represent are equivalent under the stabilizer group, these codons encode the same message. The splitting of the CodonPolytope into smaller faces corresponds with the breaking of the symmetry group of the polytope into the smaller stabilizer groups of the faces, and the polytope splitting model is fully compatible with, and illustrates a more mathematically abstract symmetry breaking model for the evolution of the code [24] . Both models progressively partition the codon set in binary fashion; the five steps above split the polytope into smaller faces containing fewer vertices: [64] Non-saltatory, gradual evolution proceeds in small steps, and in a pre-LUCA, primitive RNA world, the emergent protein synthesis apparatus needs to evolve capacities to recognize codons, anticodons, tRNAs and amino acids. We sketch here an outline of a reductionist model that does not address the evolution at the anticodon-tRNA-amino acid levels, which adds another layer of complexity that causes some dissymmeteries of the canonical code, but which are ignored in this section (the assignment process of anticodons, tRNAs and amino acids to the codon blocks of the binary codon tree is discussed in [24] ).
The first step splits the CodonPolytope in two 7A-ridges and creates a primitive code distinguishing only between hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids and NRN and NYN codons as discussed in Section 6.2. The second step splits each 7A ridge into two 6A-faces, each 6A-face corresponds with a column of the codon table. This early code can convey four messages and distinguish between NAN, NCN, NGN, and NUN codons-due to Watson-Crick base pairing at the middle codon position; as well as differentiate between two categories of hydrophic amino acids, the aliphatic and non-aliphatic amino acids-encoded by the codons of the first and second column-6A-face respectively, and between two categories of hydrophylic amino acids, the Arg-like and non-Arg-like amino acids, encoded by the codons of the fourth and third column-6A-faces respectively. The columns of the extant code display remnants of such symmetries; for example 13 of the 16 codons of the first column encode the three aliphatic amino acids, Ile, Leu and Val.
The third step splits the four 6A-faces into eight 4A-faces, corresponding with the upper and lower halves of the four codon table columns. This primitive code comprises eight different messages, and due to wobble base pairing at the 1st codon position (in addition to Watson-Crick pairing at the middle position) minimally eight different anticodons are required to recognize all 64 codons. All 4A-face symmetries are exact code symmetries of this code, and remnants are present in the canonical code. For example, the codons of the upper and lower first-column 4A faces encode, respectively, Leu (6 out of eight codons) or Ile and Val (7 out of eight codons), suggesting that this early code distinguishes between these two sets of aliphatic amino acids: the wobble base paring anti-symmetry Y ↔ R corresponds with the anti-symmetry Leu ↔ Ile/Val on the amino acid level. The second column displays comparable anti-symmetries Ala ↔ Pro and Ser ↔ Thr, which probably also evolved at this stage.
The fourth step splits the eight 4A-faces into the 16 tetrahedrons corresponding with the family boxes. This step corresponds with the imposition of Watson-Crick, rather than wobble pairing at the first codon position, and requires minimally 16 tRNA species for the recognition of all codons and transmission of up to 16 messages. The similarity patterns of the family boxes of the extant codes suggest that this earlier code distinguishes between eight individual amino acids and various subclasses of amino acids, such as the acidic amino acids and subclasses of basic amino acids.
The fifth and last step of the code's pre-LUCA evolution splits the 16 tetrahedrons into 32 line segments. This step corresponds with the imposition of wobble pairing at the 3rd codon position (in addition to Watson-Crick pairing at the other positions), and requires minimally 32 tRNAs (for non-modified A, C, G and U bases) to recognize all 64 codons. The presence of stop codons in the canonical code is due to the missing of two tRNAs of this minimal set. The code conveys only 21 messages-not 32, because several different tRNA species are charged with the same amino acid. Mitochondrial codes are identical to this primitive code, while the canonical code differs only slightly: one tetrahedron is split into a triangle and a vertex (in Eukaryotes, anticodon IAU, with the rare Inosine base pairs with the three codons encoding Ile and anticodon CAU with the 4th codon encoding Met) and one line segment is broken into two vertices (codon UGA is a stop codon because anticodon UCA of the minimal tRNA set is missing, but the Trp codon UGG is recognized by anticodon CCA, which is not an anticodon of the minimal set) [33, 34] .
Codes Represented by Colorings of the Codon Polytope
CodonPolytope Colorings as Code Models
As stated in Section 2.1 there are over 1.5 × 10 84 different code functions that map the 64 codons onto the 21 messages, the C: [64] → [21] surjections, and only one of them is the canonical genetic code. Each of these codes maps each codon to a single message, C: codon-j → message-m, for indices j є [64] and m є [21] (each code is a function); each code maps at least one codon to every one of the 21 messages (an onto mapping or surjection reaches all targets, Appendix A); and in no two codes is this mapping the same for all 64 codons: the map C: codon-j → message-m differs for at least one codon-j for two different codes. Each code is modeled by the CodonPolytope via the mapping f: [64] vertices → [64] codons → [21] messages. Let map f1: vertex-i → codon-j, for i, j є [64] , be fixed for all i and j-that is the same for all codes, then f: vertex-i → message-m is uniquely determined by the code C: codon-j → message-m. Each vertex is labeled with a message and no two codes are represented by the same labeling of the CodonPolytope because at least one vertex is assigned a different message. The mathematical literature with relevance to this section [36] uses colors instead of messages; so let map g: message-k to color-k for k є [21] be fixed for all k-the 21 colors represent one-to-one the 21 messages, then any code C: [64] → [21] corresponds to a specific and unique coloring of the 64 vertices of the polytope with 21 colors via the map f: vertex-i → codon-j → message-m → color-m, for i, j є [64] and m є [21] . Figure 14 illustrates some elementary coloring concepts; Appendix F contains additional background material.
The Genetic Code Represents a Class of 41,472 Equivalent Codes
In Section 7, the symmetries of the polytope act only on the colors of the vertices, the vertices and the codons they represent are fixed in space-not moved by the symmetries. For example, the NNC ↔ NNU mirror exchanges the vertex colors between the two codons of all 16 codon sets {NNC, NNU}. (In Section 5 the symmetries moved the codons, while the messages were fixed; both uses of the polytope symmetries are equally valid). The NNC ↔ NNU mirror is the only exact symmetry of the canonical genetic code (Section 5) and thus leaves the coloring of the corresponding canonical code polytope invariant (the colors of the 64 vertices are not changed by the actions of this mirror). However, the polytope symmetries that are not exact code symmetries generate different colorings: the colors change for at least two vertices. For example, the NNA ↔ NNG mirror exchanges the "colors" Stop and Trp between the vertices UGA and UGG of the canonical code polytope. The different polytope colorings obtained via the symmetry operations are equivalent-essentially the same, like left and right hands, and form a set of equivalent colorings, a colorings class, which can be represented by a single class member, such as the class of hands by the left hand. All members of the class can be obtained from the single class representative by the actions of the polytope symmetry group. Every coloring belongs to a colorings class (a single member can constitute a class); members of different colorings classes cannot be transformed into each other by the polytope symmetries. Because the polytope colorings correspond with codes, the polytope colorings classes correspond with code classes. A code lacking any exact symmetries (except for the identity) represents a class of 82,944 codes-the maximum size for a code class, because every symmetry operation generates another class member. By the same argument, the genetic code represents a class of 41,472 equivalent codes, and the mitochondrial code a class of 20,736 codes. (The canonical code has two (identity i and mirror μ) exact symmetries, or stabilizers mapping the code onto itself, and the mitochondrial code has four such symmetries (i, μ1, μ2, μ1.μ2) generated by two mirrors; the orbit-stabilizer theorem states: order stabilizer x size orbit = order group; i.e., 2 × 41,472 = 82,944 and 4 × 20,736 = 82,944). and one 4B are shown on the left of the top row, the six tetrahedrons 2R2B fill out the top row and second row, the four 1R3B the third, and the four 3R1B the bottom row. These five sets of colorings are contained in Polya's colorings classes inventory {4R, 3R1B, 2R2B, 1R3B, 4B}; each class contains equivalent colorings under the symmetry group of the tetrahedron.
Counting all Classes of Codes Conveying 21 Messages
Polya's enumeration formula [36] counts the number of colorings classes as a function of the number of colors and the symmetry group of the polytope (Appendix F explains the mathematical theory, and Appendix G contains the cycle index of the polytope symmetry group required for the formula). Polya's formula for 21 colors counts all classes including those containing fewer than 21 colors that do not represent codes reaching all 21 messages. Therefore, we adapted Polya's formula to count only classes containing exactly 21 colors: a Polya-21-onto enumeration. (From Polya's formula for n colors, all p-onto-enumerations for p < n are deducted for n ≤ 21, see Table 3 and Appendix F). The Polya-21-onto formula counts 1.82 × 10 79 colorings classes of [64] → [21] surjections (see Table 3 
Counting All Code Classes that Share the Pattern of the Genetic Code
Polya's enumeration formula expanded with an explicit list of the colors generates an inventory of colorings classes (Appendix F) [36] ; these classes are identified by the number of vertices that are colored with the same color-the colorings pattern (see Figure 14) . The colorings pattern of the canonical genetic code is: 1 vertex is "colored" with Met, 1 vertex with Trp; two vertices each with Asp, Asn, Cys, Gln, Glu, His, Lys, Phe, and Tyr; three vertices each with Ile and Stop; four vertices each with Ala, Gly, Pro, is only with vanishing probability generated as a random code of 21 messages. (Our simulations of Section 6.4 used the canonical code pattern as an input to generate only random codes displayin g this pattern).
Colorings Classes under Color Symmetries
In DeBruijn's generalization of Polya's enumeration of colorings classes color symmetries exchange colors and thereby reduce the number of colorings classes (Appendix F) [36] . For example, the two Polya colorings {one vertex Met, three vertices Ile} and {one vertex Ile, three vertices Met} are equivalent under a color symmetry exchanging "colors" Met and Ile, and correspond with just one DeBruijn coloring {one vertex one color, three vertices a different color}. S21, the Symmetric group on [21] but not with the codon blocks colored as in the code (Section 7.4), and also lacking the characteristic symmetries of the canonical code (Section 6.4).
Discussion
The codon table, Figure 2 , reveals that similar codons encode similar amino acids and most "obvious" similarities were noted early on [5, 6] . The table was even called a periodic table by Jungck [37] because he found that the Polar Requirement of the amino acids correlates with the hydrophylicity of the 3'dimer of their anticodons: a "direct interaction" possibly explaining the pattern of hydrophobic amino acids on the left side of the table, mostly hydrophilic ones on the right side ( [37] , Figure 5 ). In Section 6 we map these and other familiar patterns from the codon table onto the polytope, a 9-dimensional geometric object of which the 64 vertices represent the codons in Euclidian space (Section 4.1). Relevant similarity patterns of the codon table map to distinctive faces of the polytope and the Euclidian symmetries of the polytope characterize these patterns as code symmetries (Section 6). For example, the 16 family boxes of the table correspond with 16 tetrahedron faces so that for the eight boxes encoding one amino acid the 24 tetrahedron symmetries are exact code symmetries, while for the six boxes encoding two amino acids they are conservative code symmetries (Section 6). Why go to the trouble of using a geometric object, a rather abstract mathematical model? Why not use the codon table to find and analyze similarity patterns? Indeed many investigators use various rearrangements of the table to find new code patterns that are not obvious from the original layout and then analyze these patterns using distances and symmetries of the table. This use of the codon table is problematic as distances and symmetries of tables are not defined mathematically. There is no "table distance" and codons differing by one point mutation are found not only in the codon's own family box, but in all four rows and columns of the table. And codons differing by two mutations are found in all other boxes outside the family box. Ignoring the variation at the third base, as is often done, there are 576 equally valid ways to display the layout of the codon table by permuting the order of the bases at the first and second position (576 = 4! × 4!). Certain particular layouts are said to exhibit symmetries, such as a "degenerate mirror symmetry" [38] to name just one example, but tables are not rectangles on the Euclidian plane although our "intuitive eye" sees them as such. (This single "degenerate mirror symmetry" is generated in the polytope by two orthogonal Euclidian mirrors, G ↔ C and A ↔ U, and corresponds to a Euclidian rotation.) The "rectangle" view of the table is compatible with a continuous variation of parameters (such as Polar Requirement) "over" the table that can be displayed as a "continuous smooth surface" in 3-space "with chemical property as altitude" [39] ; however neither the table, nor the finite set of parameter values are continuous or smooth so this analysis is problematic, but nicely illustrates the issue at hand.
The Hamming metric of mathematical coding theory is a natural metric for the codon space as one Hamming distance corresponds with one point mutation, the commonly used unit distance between nucleotide sequences. Other metrics define different spaces; for example, Dragovich and Dragovich [40] use a p-adic, ultrametric norm; the four nucleotides are at one 5-adic and four codons differing only in the 3rd position are at 1/25 5-adic distance from each other. shCherbak [41] assigns codons integer nucleon numbers of their encoded amino acids and develops a digital arithmetic code. Jungck [42] reviews many of the "genetic code as mathematical code" models; the discussion below focuses on those most related to our approach.
The CodonDistanceMatrix (Figure 4 ) and the CodonGraph (Figures 5 and 10 ) display the intercodon Hamming distances of the (normed, Hamming metric) codon space, and their symmetries are described by permutation groups (Section 5), but they lack the mirror reflection and axial rotation symmetries of Euclidian space. (In Euclidian space an inner product defines the required angles and distances for these symmetries). In a non-Euclidian, graph topological approach, Tlusty [43] Figures 5 and 10 , can encode up to 64 messages). Chechetkin [44] uses a De Bruijn graph with 16 vertices representing the 16, 2-mers of the four nucleotides, and 64 directed edges representing the codons overlapping with both vertices (vertex AA is joined by edge AAC to vertex AC) to study the translational stability of the code. Tlusty [43] noticed that the 64 vertex, 288 edge CodonGraph is "natural" to be used for this purpose as is discussed further below.
The CodonPolytope (Section 4), a 9-dimensional geometric object in Euclidian space preserves the Hamming metric of the codon space: the intercodon Hamming 1-, 2-and 3-distances correspond one-to-one to the three particular Euclidian distances between the 64 vertices of the polytope representing the codons; in one realization of the polytope these distances are 2√2, 4, and √6, respectively (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). The Euclidian reflection symmetry group of the polytope, the permutation symmetry group of the graph, and the largest permutation group that preserves the Hamming metric of the codon space, are all three isomorphic to S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 (Notation: the index-i for i = 1, 2, 3, in (S4)i corresponds with the codon position acted on by the S4 group); S4 permutes {A,C,GU}, S3 the three codon positions (Sections 4.3 and 5). This group contains all 82,944 symmetries of the 64 codon set that preserve the intercodon Hamming distances (the distance between any two codons before and after the permutation is the same). The group induces permutations of the codon set and rearrangements of the codon table; for example, the two S4 acting at the first two codon positions induce all 576 codon table layouts mentioned above.
To our knowledge, apart from the CodonPolytope, no published geometric model of the code preserves the Hamming metric. The often used 6-cube, 6-bit codon model ( [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and many references herein) does not preserve intercodon Hamming distances as discussed in the introduction. Moreover the symmetry group of the 6-cube of order 46,080 is smaller than the polytope group, but is not a subgroup of the polytope group and therefore contains 6-cube symmetries that do not preserve intercodon Hamming distances: only the 384 symmetries of the 6-cube subgroup S3 xwreath (S2 × S2)1 × (S2 × S2)2 × (S2 × S2)3 preserve these distances (Section 4.3); the (S2 × S2) groups are isomorphic to the Klein-4 group, see further below. In general hypercube models of nucleotide sequences such as those used by Eigen ([45] , pp. 354-387) do not preserve the intercodon Hamming distances (as they do not contain triangles or tetrahedrons, Section 2.5). Nonetheless the 6-cubes are frequently used for analysis of code patterns: Jimé nez-Montaño et al. [17] hold that the cube structure explains amino acid substitution patterns, and according to Karasev and Stefanov [18] the 6-cube's topology encodes a 4-amino acid-arc helical protein topology-the "topological nature of the code". Several investigators [12, 15, 17, 46] derive genetic Gray codes based on the cube's Hamming distances. The 3D "Genetic Hotels" [16, 19, 47, 48] are projections of the 6-cube onto a "3-cube" in R 3 space, a 3D-version of the codon table with {C,U,A,G} mapped to {0,1,2,3} and the 1st, 2nd and 3rd codon positions plotted on the x, y and z axes respectively, so CCC corresponds with (0,0,0) and GGG with (3, 3, 3) . The hotel "cube" resembles the CodonArray graph, Figure 10 , but the hotel has only three edges per row or column, while the graph has six edges per row and is not a geometric object. In the hotel, the intercodon Hamming 1-distances vary from one to two to three cube edges; the hotel thus distorts this metric even more than the 6-cube. Moreover, the hotel 3-cube is not Euclidian, as the 0, 1, 2, and 3 coordinates are projections of the values 0, 1, α, and 1 + α of the Galois 4-Field: the distance between 1 and α equals 1 + α (not 1 as the cube suggests), and between 1 and 1 + α actually equals α (not 2). The hotel cube can be manipulated with Galois 4-Field algebra (four additions, three multiplications), but does not possess Euclidian symmetries. Different projections onto the hotel result in different 3D-code geometries; for example (C,U,A,G) produces hotel-cube-edges for amino acids encoded by just two codons [16] , but (G,U,A,C) does not [48] . Other three-dimensional geometries such as a simple tetrahedral construct with 20 lattice points representing 64 codons [49] also do not preserve the Hamming metric. In fact any geometry preserving this metric in Euclidian space has to be isomorphic to the CodonPolytope (by a mathematical theorem, Section 4.1), a simple 9-polytope, and therefore no such object could exist in a Euclidian space of fewer than nine dimensions. This polytope thus provides a unique geometry for the identification of code symmetries by well-defined Euclidian symmetry transformations such as mirror reflections and rotations. The polytope has 82,944 symmetries, so one is bound to find a few interesting non-obvious code patterns and intriguing symmetry subgroups, but their biological significance might not be obvious either. Jestin and Soulé [50] identify three "base substitution symmetries" of the code; in our vocabulary these symmetries correspond with mirror symmetries of the codon polytope. As reviewed in [14] the "Rumer transformations", first reported by Rumer in Russian 1968, have been extensively analyzed, but their biological significance has not been identified. Of the 16 family boxes, eight each encode a single amino acid (the M1 set of boxes), and the other eight (the M2 set) encode two or three messages. The single "degenerate mirror symmetry" of the UCGA × UCGA layout of the codon table mentioned above [38] or two "base substitution symmetries" G ↔ C and A ↔ U at the first codon position [51] map the two sets of boxes onto themselves. The "Rumer transformations" exchange A ↔ C and G ↔ U at all codon positions and thereby exchange the 8-sets, M1 ↔ M2, as reviewed in [14, 50] . Danckwerts and Neubert [52] define three operators α, β, γ acting on nucleotide characters; α: Purine ↔ Pyrimidine, β: Weak ↔ Strong, or 2 H-bonds ↔ 3 H-bonds, and γ: Amino ↔ Keto; or α: (A ↔ C, G ↔ U), β: (A ↔ U, G ↔ C) and γ: (A ↔ G, C ↔ U). These plus an identity operator make up an operator group isomorphic to the Klein Four group that permutes the four nucleotides. The Rumer transformation corresponds with α acting on all three codon positions [52] , or with γ acting on the first, and α on the second and third codon positions as was found later by Jestin and Soulé [50] . Jimé nez-Montaño [14] showed that a CGUA × CGUA table displays a "yin yang" pattern for the two 8-box sets M1 and M2, various "quadrant" patterns for the two nucleotide characteristics (R/Y and S/W), and Gray codes based on the 2-bit nucleotide representations. In a group theoretic approach Findley et al. [53] identify the four nucleotides with the four group elements of the Klein-4 or the Z4 group (cyclic group of order 4) and generate the 64 codons as product group K × K × K = K (three elements of K multiplied produce an element of K). Thus each codon identifies with an element of K and thereby with one of the nucleotides: the codons are partitioned in four blocks of 16 codons. The Klein-4 group induces a unique codon partition with degeneracies equivalent to those of the genetic code; the Z4 group induces six different partitions with different degeneracy patterns.
Historically various geometric models were used to analyze these patterns and symmetries. Danckwerts and Neubert [52] illustrate the Klein-4 group (=K) with a square having the four nucleotides as vertices and the group elements (α, β and γ) as edges and diagonals, while Jiménez-Montaño [14] uses a rectangle in an identical way; Bertman and Jungck [54] showed a tesseract or 4-cube representation of K × K having the 16 dinucleotides as vertices, and two group elements (α and β) as edges so that all eight vertices of the set M1 (dimers of 4× degenerate codons) lie in three connected planes (2D-square faces, in our parlance). The Klein-4 group is isomorphic to the bitwise addition group for {00, 01, 10, 11} [14, 16] -the very definition of a Hamming square, as well as to the rectangle symmetry group, and therefore investigators often use the rectangle and square models simultaneously. Remarkably the isomorphism with the Euclidian rectangle mirror symmetry group (identity, two mirrors bisecting the opposite sides, and one 180 degree rotation) was never used explicitly. The Klein-4 group also is isomorphic to the rotation symmetry subgroup of order 4 (identity, 180 degree rotations on three orthogonal axes) of A3-the tetrahedron reflection symmetry group; A3 is isomorphic to S4, and Klein-4 is isomorphic to S2 × S2, a small subgroup of S4. These isomorphisms show that the symmetries and similarity patterns discussed above can all be expressed as Euclidian symmetries of the tetrahedron and CodonPolytope. The other geometries have drawbacks because the 24 ways to label the four vertices of a square or rectangle with {A,C,G,U} are not equivalent. The non-equivalent ways of labeling correspond with different neighborhoods for each label. Depending on the labeling of the vertices, different nucleotides are non-adjacent (diagonally opposite vertices are separated by two edges, not one), or if on a rectangle, adjacent via long or short edges. Therefore the edge or Euclidian distance between the vertices in these models cannot coincide with the "one point mutation" distance between the four nucleotides, and this is also why n-cube models cannot preserve the intercodon Hamming distances. In contrast, all ways of labeling the regular tetrahedron are equivalent: all four vertices are at 1-edge and at identical Euclidian distance in correspondence with the Hamming 1-distance between the nucleotides. Moreover the tetrahedron A3 reflection symmetry group contains subgroups isomorphic to the rectangle and square symmetry groups, and the polytope as product of three tetrahedrons contains all products of these symmetries, such as K × K × K and K × K mentioned above, in its direct product symmetry subgroup A3 × A3 × A3, isomorphic to (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3.
The CodonPolytope and its faces display many code symmetries (Section 6): exact symmetries permuting synonymous codons, conservative symmetries permuting codons encoding similar amino acids, anti-symmetries that exchange codons encoding amino acids with opposite characteristics (such as hydrophobic and hydrophilic) and near (not perfect) symmetries of all three kinds. The larger polytope faces display weaker, less perfect code symmetries than the smaller faces, which display stronger, more perfect and exact symmetries. This hierarchy of faces and symmetries suggests that the stepwise splitting of the polytope into its smaller faces models an early evolution of the code that generates the similarity patterns of the extant codes (Section 6.5). This model is fully compatible with a more abstract symmetry breaking model [24] . Both models partition the 64-codon set along a binary tree in five steps to 32, 2-codon blocks; at each step the codon blocks correspond with the polytope faces generated by the splitting process. Increasing codon-anticodon base pairing stringencies from none to wobble to Watson-Crick, initially at the middle codon position, subsequently at the first, and lastly at the third position (but only to wobble at the third position) as in the sequential "2-1-3" model [55] , partitions the codons in exactly this manner. At each stage each codon block (polytope face) encodes a class of similar amino acids; the members of this class are not differentiated from each other by the cellular machinery so that the face symmetries correspond with exact code symmetries. Only during the final fifth step is the class size reduced to one specific amino acid for all codon blocks. This process generates the extant mitochondrial codes and nearly the canonical code. Early codes are ambiguous as each codon block encodes similar amino acids and these similarity patterns are (near) conservative symmetries in the extant codes. For example, almost all codons represented by a polytope 6A-face (corresponding with the left column of the codon table) encode aliphatic hydrophobic amino acids, a remnant of an early code that neither distinguishes between the 16 NUN codons of the left column, nor between these very similar amino acids. The polytope model makes no particular assumptions about the presence or absence of particular amino acids during its evolution, but most likely amino acid repertoires increased over time [56] . If at the four 6A-faces stage only Val is present, and the other aliphatic amino acids, Ile and Leu have not yet been generated, then all codons of the 6A-face block encode Val and only at the next, eight 4A-face stage are the codons of one of the 4A-blocks reassigned to Leu, while the codons of the other block encode Val and Ile. Thus, the polytope model is compatible with Higgs's "four column model" [57] and Wong's and Di Giulio's coevolutionary theory [58, 59] that assign amino acids sequentially to specific codon blocks. Such assignments also depend on the evolving specificities of primitive RNA-based aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) for blocks of tRNAs and classes of amino acids [60] . For example, the early aaRS for Val evolves to three aaRSs differentiating between the three aliphatic amino acids and the seven tRNAs complementary to different codon blocks of the extant code [24] .
Delarue [61] found an "asymmetric pattern" in the AGCU × CUGA layout of the codon table that depends on whether the encoded amino acid is recognized by a Class I aaRS or a Class II aaRS. Rodin and Rodin [62] rearrange the table differently with "complementary" codons "face to face" to show a "latent mirror symmetry," while Jestin and Soulé [50] describe this pattern by six "base substitution symmetries". The pattern maps to distinct polytope faces and "recapitulates" the progression of splits of our evolution model: the two NUN and NCN 6A faces (table columns) are Class I and Class II respectively, in correspondence with a NUN ↔ NCN = Class I ↔ Class II anti-symmetry mirror in our nomenclature. The two NRN columns are split into upper and lower 4A faces, in correspondence with a NYN ↔ NRN = Class I ↔ Class II anti-symmetry mirror of the 6A faces, etc., which leads to a binary partition of the codon set [61] and decision tree [14] much like our polytope splitting model (Section 6.5).
The clustering of same and similar amino acids on the faces of the polytope (with vertices representing encoded amino acids) and the related exact and conservative code symmetries (Section 6, and discussed above) confers on the code a degree of robustness to mutations and reading errors because single errors correspond with polytope symmetries (mirror reflections of the affected codon). As the genetic code displays many near-symmetries this robustness seems suboptimal, and indeed codes less prone to errors have been found, as reviewed by Santos and Monteaguado [63] . The error-sensitivity of the code defined as the average variation in Polar Requirement of the amino acids encoded caused by all single point mutations affecting all codons [63] , can be computed as the average edge weight of the CodonPolytope/Graph with edge weights reflecting the difference in Polar Requirement between the neighboring amino acid vertices on polytope (or graph); Tlusty [43] considered the graph a natural way to study the impact of mutations, and Buhrman et al. [64] explicitly constructed the graph for their computations. Polytope/graph faces with exact code symmetries contribute nil to the total edge weight; those with conservative symmetries less than those with near conservative or anti-symmetries. On the one hand symmetry breaking [21] [22] [23] [24] 65] , code trees [14, 61] and polytope splitting generate symmetric codes with error robustness, but on the other hand selection for codes with low error loads during the pre-LUCA evolution of early codes, the error minimization hypothesis [66] , should generate codes with many symmetries.
Several group theoretical models [21] [22] [23] , reviewed in [65] , evolve the code from an initial group with a 64-dimensional irreducible representation (irrep) under which all 64 codons are equivalent, via a series of symmetry breaking steps, into subgroups with smaller dimensional irreps, corresponding exactly with the codon degeneracies (the block partition 1   2   2   9   3   2   4   5   6 3 of the codon set, Section 7). Antoneli et al. [21] claim to have screened all algebraic models within this approach, whether based on Lie groups/Lie algebras, on Lie superalgebras or on finite groups ( [21] reviews all earlier work in this area). They identified several Symplectic groups, but foremost Sp(6) and its supersymmetric version as "unique solution". The Sp(6) model evolves the canonical code from the initially non-coding 64 codons in at most four steps ( Figure 5 in [21] ). The first step generates six subgroups comprised of 20, 16, 10, 4 and two codons, encoding respectively Gly, Ala, Ser, Val, Asp, and His; in the second step the 20 Gly codons split into eight Gly, six Cys, and six Ile codons (and all other groups other than the two His codons split up as well); and in a third step the six Ile codons split in three Ile and three Stop codons, and most other codon blocks split as well. This splitting scheme generates the codon partition of the canonical code per force-some subgroups are artificially "frozen" (partial symmetry breaking) as otherwise blocks of synonymous codons are split into smaller sets. The similarity patterns of the early codes do not seem to match those of the codon table at all (for example, the three Ile and three Stop codons do not form one block of six related codons), and the fixation of the two His codons in the earliest code seems particular. Only three finite Symplectic groups [23] of orders 103,608; 2,903,040; and 4,245,696 evolve the code under partial symmetry breaking; these groups do not break in a predetermined order and, thus, generate a variety of early codes. Bashford et al. [22, 65] find that the Lie superalgebra A(5,0) ≈ sl(6.1) can evolve the anticodon genetic code (anticodon as opposed to amino acid assignments to codon blocks) through partial symmetry breaking in five to six steps in three different ways, one of which resembles the binary tree models mentioned above ( [14, 24, 61 ] and the polytope model). In a different approach, Sciarino et al. [20, 67] assign the four nucleotides to the irreps of the quantum group Uq(su(2)⊕ su(2)) in the limit q → 0 (the crystal basis), obtain the codons as tensor products of the nucleotides, and their amino acid assignments as eigenvalues of a codon reading operator; different genetic codes correspond with different operators. A more recent application of this Crystal Basis Model [68] determines codon-anticodon pairing based on the "minimum principle" of the mitochondrial code: anticodon wobble base U is identified for family boxes of four synonymous codons, and G and U for boxes with two pairs of synonymous codons. This quantum group does not evolve codes, but computes similar wobble bases for early codes such as the "Archetypal" code (15 family boxes encoding a single amino acid, one box encoding Tyr and Stop, each by two codons) [69] , which closely resembles the 16 tetrahedron stage of the polytope splitting model. These group theoretical models are mathematically ambitious, but none evolves ab inito with complete symmetry breaking the genetic code from a primordial non-differentiated codon set (no such group was found). The riddle as to how the code itself evolved in pre-LUCA organisms is thus alive and well. The canonical genetic code is unique, but how unique? Taking the 64 triplet codons as a given, 64! ≈1.3 × 10 89 different codes are possible; these codes assign up to 64 messages to the 64 codons.
Assuming the 21 messages of the canonical code, the literature sometimes uses 21 64 The number of ways to choose k objects from n objects equals the number of combinations, or the binomial coefficient, C(n,k) = n!/(k! × (n-k)!). For example, the number of ways to select two vertices from the four vertices of a tetrahedron equals C(4,2) = 4!/(2! × (4−2)!) = 4!/(2! × 2!) = 6; each 2-vertex set corresponds with one of the six edges of the tetrahedron. The binomial coefficient counts the number of ways n objects can be distributed over two boxes: k objects in the box labeled "chosen" and (n-k) objects in the box labeled "rejects"-two boxes with different labels, but any order of the objects in the boxes is valid-the k-objects can be ordered in k! ways, and the (n-k) objects in (n-k)! ways.
The multinomial coefficient counts the number of ways a set of objects can be distributed over different boxes, such as the set of 64 codons over 21 boxes labeled with the 21 messages of the code-a different label for each box. Let the sum of positive integers k, l, m, … , z, equal N, the size of [n], then the multinomial coefficient equals M(N; k, l, m, …, z) = N!/(k! × l! × m! × … × z!); the first box contains k objects, the second l objects, etc. For example, let [c] stand for a set of codons encoding the same amino acids in the canonical genetic code, i.e., [1] for the codon set encoding Met, and [6] When the boxes are not labeled, but n-sets distinguished only by their size, then p n-sets of the same size can be arranged in p! indistinguishable ways. For example, the genetic code has nine sets of 2-size, and all 9! orderings of these boxes are indistinguishable. The number of ways that the 64-codon set can be distributed over the 21 sets of the genetic code's set partition 1 2 Neither the multinomial coefficient, nor the set partitions do enumerate all possible ways to map 64 codons onto 21 messages, C: [64] → [21] . The computation of the number of surjections, C: [64] → [21] has two parts: First, the 64-codon-set is divided up into 21 non-overlapping, non-empty subsets (blocks), like dividing 64 cards into 21 stacks-this is a set partition. Second, the 21 blocks of the set partition are mapped onto 21 messages: [21] → [21] , which can be done in 21! ways, the number of permutations of [21] ; each codon block is assigned a different message, so all 21 messages are reached. The number of partitions of an n-set into k blocks is given by the Stirling number of the second kind, S(n,k), an elementary formula but long to derive (Mazur 2010 [24] .
Appendix B. Permutations, Groups and Group Isomorphisms
There are n! permutations of the n-set: [n] → [n], (Appendix A). A permutation corresponds with a reordering of the n-numbers of an ordered n-tuple (1, 2, …, n). For example, the 3! = 6 permutations of [3] are: the identity permutation (1,2,3) that keeps the original order, three inversions or transpositions (1,3,2), (2,1,3), (3,2,1) that reorder only two numbers, and two permutations (2,3,1) and (3,1,2) that reorder all three numbers. The inversion (1,3,2) is short for the mapping: 1 → 1, 2 → 3, and 3 → 2, corresponding with the exchange 2 ↔ 3, while 1 is fixed, not moved.
As a permutation maps the n-set onto itself, one permutation π1 can be followed by another π2 as the image of π1 equals the pre-image of π2. This composition or product of the two permutations: π1•π2, maps the n-set onto itself and equals a third permutation π3 of [n] . For example, the composition of the two inversions (1,3,2)•(3,2,1) reads 1 → 1→ 3, 2 → 3 → 1, and 3 → 2 → 2 and thus equals (2,3,1), a reordering of all three numbers. A fundamental theorem states that all permutations can be composed of inversions. For example the identity equals twice the same inversion: i = (1,2,3) = (1,3,2)• (1,3,2) .
The Symmetric group on n objects, or Sn, is made up by the set of all n! permutations of [n] in combination with the composition of these permutations. The size of Sn equals its order. For example, S3, the Symmetric group on three objects of order six is made up by the six permutations of [3] and their composition. The Symmetric group is a mathematical group because it is closed (two permutations make another permutation: π1•π2 = π3 є Sn), composition is associative (the order of multiplication of more than two permutations does not matter: (π1•π2)•π3= π1•(π2•π3)), it contains an identity (i), and every permutation π is invertible by its inverse permutation
Mathematical groups are fundamental structures describing, among others, symmetries, which are operations on a set that leave some aspect of the set the same. For example, the symmetries of an equilateral triangle map the triangle on itself: the position of the triangle is the same before and after the symmetry operation. In particular the set of three vertices is mapped onto itself: [3] → [3] . An equilateral triangle (Figure 8 ) has three mirror planes-they are incident on one vertex and bisect orthogonally the opposite edge, and reflections in these planes fix the vertex in the plane, but exchange the two other vertices. In Figure 8 the three vertices are labeled (1,2,3) counterclockwise and the three mirrors, μ1, μ2, μ3; reflections in these mirrors move the vertices: (1,3,2), (3,2,1), (2,1,3) , in one-to-one correspondence with the three inversion permutations of S3. In addition, the three mirrors intersect in the geometric center of the triangle and their line of intersection forms a rotation axis for 0 = 360, 120, and 240 degree counterclockwise rotations: σ0, σ120, σ240. These symmetries of the triangle relabel the vertices: (1,2,3) , (3, 1, 2) , and (2,3,1) respectively, in one-to-one correspondence with respectively the identity and the two reordering permutations of S3. Each rotation can be generated by two mirror reflections: the angle between the mirrors is 60 degrees and reflection in one mirror followed by reflection in the next counterclockwise mirror generates a rotation of 120 degrees (e.g., μ1· μ3 = σ120); a second reflection in the previous counterclockwise mirror generates a rotation of −120 = + 240 degrees (e.g., μ1· μ2 = σ240). The zero degree rotation or identity is obtained by reflecting twice in the same mirror. These six symmetries of the equilateral triangle also form a mathematical group (the group requirements listed above are met). The symmetry group of the equilateral triangle is known as D3 (dihedral 3-group); D3 is a reflection group as all its symmetries can be generated by mirror reflections, and D3 is a point group as its geometric center is fixed by all symmetries (the center is unique and always mapped to itself).
D3 and S3 are isomorphic: they correspond with the same abstract group of six elements and rules of composition. As shown above every symmetry of D3 induces a permutation of the vertex labels (1, 2, 3) that is an element of S3, and the six symmetries of D3 correspond one-to-one with the six permutations of S3 (both groups have the same order). In addition, the composition of two symmetries (such as two reflections) corresponds with the composition of the corresponding permutations (two involutions). The reversible function (bijection) Φ mapping the symmetries to permutations with preservation of composition of the group elements is called an isomorphism; that is let Φ(μ1) = (1,3,2) = π1 and Φ(μ2) = (3,2,1) = π2; then Φ(μ1•μ2) = Φ(μ1)•Φ(μ2) = π1•π2 = (1,3,2)•(3,2,1) = (2,3,1) = Φ(σ240) = Φ(μ1•μ2); and so in general for any two symmetries s1 and s2:
The six permutations of the three codon positions, represented by an ordered 3-tuple, (1,2,3) correspond with those of S3, but equivalently, S3 acts on the three codon positions (1,2,3) as a symmetry group and induces six permutations of the codon positions-group actions on the codon positions, a common way to describe symmetries. D3 is generated by three 2-dimensional plane mirrors and a group isomorphic to D3 is generated by three 8-dimensional hyperplane mirrors and permutes three 3-dimensional subspaces in 9-space as described in Section 4.3. This group is a symmetry group of the CodonPolytope and induces the six permutations of the three codon positions by relabeling the 64 vertices of the CodonPolytope, analogously to the relabeling of the three vertices of an equilateral triangle by D3, and with a one-to-one correspondence to the actions of S3 on the three codon positions-these groups are isomorphic.
The Symmetric group on four objects, S4, of order 4! (=24), acting on the four letters of the alphabet of the genetic code, in lexicographical order-(A,C,G,U), permutes their order. For example, the inversion (2,1,3,4) induces the reordering (C,A,G,U) or the exchange A ↔ C, while fixing G and U. S4 is isomorphic to the symmetry groups of the K4-graph and the tetrahedron (Appendix C): the 24 symmetries of the graph and the tetrahedron leave them invariant but permute the vertex labels and thereby induce the 24 permutations of S4. S4 acts on the codon set by permuting these four letters at a particular codon position; for example, acting on the letters at the 3rd codon position, the exchange A ↔ C induces the exchange of 32 codons NNA ↔ NNC (short for AAA ↔ AAC, ACA ↔ ACC, etc.), while fixing the 16 NNG and 16 NNU codons. The permutations of the codon set: [64] → [64] , induced by such actions of S4 are symmetries of the codon set: they fix the set set-wise, the set itself is invariant (indeed all 64! permutations of [64] are symmetries of the codon set). A copy of S4 acts at each codon position, and the actions the three S4 are independent from each other-the order of their actions does not matter: the induced permutations of the letters commute-they form a direct product. The direct product (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 is a permutation group of order 24 3 In general, a finite group G on an n-set is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sn (Cayley's theorem), and the order of G divides n!, the order of Sn (by Lagrange's theorem). In particular, S64 acts on the 64 codons as an indexed set [64] , and S64 of order 64! is isomorphic to the largest symmetry group of the codon set as it comprises all [64] → [64] maps. Computation confirms that both the direct product (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 and the wreath product S3 xwreath (S4)1 × (S4)2 × (S4)3 are subgroups of S64 with (very large) integer indices (index = order 64!/order subgroup), i.e., their order divides 64! exactly.
Appendix C. The Symmetry Group of the Tetrahedron
The tetrahedron symmetry group, or Coxeter A3 group, comprises 12 reflections and 12 rotations and is isomorphic to S4 (S4 permutes the four labels of the tetrahedron vertices; S4 is discussed in Appendix B). The A3 group is generated by reflections in the six tetrahedron symmetry planes, the perpendicular bisectors of the tetrahedron edges, and A3 is thus a reflection or Coxeter group [27] . The 24 symmetries are illustrated with the tetrahedron of Figure 9 : the vertex numbers are fixed as reference frame and the vertices/vertex labels {A,C,G,U} moved by the symmetries. The initial labeling (1,2,3,4) = ACGU is changed by the reflection in the M34-mirror plane of Figure 9 , the bisector of the {3,4} edge, to (1,2,3,4) = acUG (fixed labels are in small caps): acGU → acUG. The six mirror reflections produce CAgu, GcAu, UcgA, aGCu, aUgC, acUG. Two consecutive reflections in the same mirror give a 0-degree or identity rotation: acgu. The intersections of mirror planes generate rotation axes as two consecutive reflections equate a rotation. Three 180 degree rotation axes run through the centers of opposite tetrahedron edges and opposite faces of the cube of Figure 9 . The 180 degree via single edges to all other vertices. As the CodonPolytope is a simple 9-polytope (Section 4.1), it has a simplicial 9-polytope as dual partner-the CodonPolar polytope. The Polar face vector (1, 12, 66, 220, 492, 768, 840, 624, 288, 64, 1) is the inverse of the CodonPolytope face vector (1, 64, 288, …, 66, 12, 1) (Section 4.1). For example, the single empty face (dimension minus-1) of the CodonPolytope corresponds with the CodonPolar 9-polytope itself, and the 64 (congruent, zero dimensional) vertices of the CodonPolytope correspond with the 64 congruent 8-facets of the Polar so that each Polar 8-facet identifies a codon. Table 2 lists all faces of the Polar, which are related to the CodonPolytope faces (listed in Table 1 ) through the inversion of the face vectors and anti-isomorphism (analogous to inversion) of the face lattices. (Face lattices are ordering by inclusion relationships of polytope faces, such as three vertices are pair-wise contained in three edges, which are contained in a triangle). The CodonPolar is the 9-dimensional convex hull of only 12 vertices in correspondence with the geometric centers of the twelve 8-facets of the CodonPolytope. These 12 vertices span three congruent tetrahedrons, each one living in a different 3-subspace of Euclidian 9-space. The Polar can be realized in 9-space by adding six zero coordinates to the 3D-coordinates of tetrahedron vertices. Table 2 . These A and B edges are non-congruent 1D-faces and correspond, via the anti-isomorpishm of the face lattices, with the 48 7B-ridges and 18 7A-ridges of the CodonPolytope (Table 1 ). The CodonPolar's simplex faces are obtained by adding one vertex per dimension, and the sum of vertices (X + Y + Z) in the 2nd column of Table 2 indicates whether these face vertices are incident on one, two or three of the 3-subspace tetrahedrons, e.g., each vertex of an A-triangle (1 + 1 + 1) is incident on a different tetrahedron, while all vertices of a C-triangle (3 + 0 + 0) are incident on the same tetrahedron. The symmetry group of the Polar is identical to the symmetry group of the CodonPolytope and isomorphic with S3 xwreath (A3)1 × (A3)2 × (A3)3, with each A3 acting on a different tetrahedron and different 3-subspace of the 9-space, and S3 actions permuting the three 3-subspaces and the tetrahedrons and A3-group mirrors contained in them (see Section 4.3 for a more detailed description of this 9-space symmetry group).
Appendix F. Colorings, Colorings Classes, and Color Counting Formulas
The general mathematical theory, and in particular, Burnside's Lemma, Polya's enumeration formula and De Bruijn's generalization of this formula can be found in [36] . The basic coloring concepts are illustrated here for the tetrahedron and two colors, Red (R) and Blue (B)-a "toy" geometric model for a 1-length block code using a four letter alphabet {A, C, G, U} encoding two messages {R,B}, not unlike the family box tetrahedrons of the genetic code encoding two different amino acids (Section 6. Figure 14 , so that all four colorings of one vertex R and three B belong to the same colorings equivalence class 1R3B: all four colorings 1R3B are images of each other-equivalent, under the tetrahedron symmetries, essentially the same coloring. The class colorings pattern 1R3B corresponds with code equivalence class: one code word for Red, three code words for Blue. Similarly, all six colorings of two vertices Red and two Blue (2nd row and last two tetrahedrons of the 1st row of Figure 14) are equivalent under the tetrahedron symmetries and, thus, form a single colorings class with colorings pattern 2R2B. The two colorings classes 4R and 4B are each made up by a single coloring-symmetry operations do not color any vertices differently (first two tetrahedrons of the 1st row of Figure 14 ). In summary: the tetrahedron symmetries partition the 16, 2-colorings of the tetrahedron into five colorings classes {4R, 3R1B, 2R2B, 1R3B, 4B}, each having a distinct colorings pattern, and containing, respectively {1, 4, 6, 4, 1} different 2-colorings. Polya's enumeration formula counts the number of classes (5) and calculates the colorings pattern inventory {4R, 3R1B, 2R2B, 1R3B, 4B}, with the number of classes for each pattern. Note that two classes {4R, 4B} comprise colorings with only one color, and, thus, do not model a code that reaches two messages (R and B). The number of classes with two colors (=3) is obtained by subtraction from Polya's count of all colorings classes (=5), the number of classes of one color (=2). We call Polya's enumeration of colorings classes using exactly n colors, a Polya-n-onto count and this number is obtained by iteratively subtracting from Polya's formula for n colors all Polya-p-onto counts for p = 1, 2, …, (n-2), (n-1). The colorings classes using exactly n colors correspond with equivalence classes of codes reaching n messages (see example below).
Polya's counting formula is based on the symmetry group of the geometric object, or more precisely, on the isomorphic permutation group of its vertices with all permutations expressed as a cycles-the group's cycle index. For example for the tetrahedron, the identity permutation I is represented by four singleton cycles of just one vertex (1)(2)(3)(4) as all four tetrahedron vertices are fixed; the 3 ↔ 4 mirror M34 by the 2-cycle in (1)(2)(34), which indicates that vertices 1 and 2 are fixed, but vertices three and four exchanged positions; the rotation of three vertices R243 by the 3-cycle in ( four tetrahedron vertices using one, two, three, and four colors equals 1, 16, 81, and 256 (=n 4 , with n = number of colors); by Polya's formula these colorings are partitioned into respectively, 1, 5, 15, and 35 colorings classes, but the corresponding number Polya-n-onto colorings classes (see above) is only 1, 3, 3, and 1. (Here we illustrate the iterative subtraction of Polya-p-onto counts for p = 1, … , n-1 to arrive at the Polya-n-onto count: to calculate the Polya-2-onto-count, subtract from the five colorings classes using 2 colors the 2, 1-color classes: 5 − 2 = 3; to calculate the Polya-3-onto count, subtract from the 15 classes all 3, 1-color classes and all 9, 2-onto-colorings (C(3,2) = 3 ways to pick two colors from three colors, and there are three Polya-2-onto classes: 3 × 3 = 9): 15 − 12 = 3; and similarly for the
